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oak slats were used to demarcate permanent  
areas, bringing qualitative parity to the main 
library space. However, Meyer says they had to 
consider future flexibility of the space: ‘It’s more 
cellular in nature and it was also about the idea 
that, with temporary enclosures, things could 
be ripped out and changed.’ 

He explains that environmental and aes-
thetic reasons means they ‘gave primacy’ to the 
concrete soffits here and were averse to any sort 
of acoustic foam render covering them, so in-
stead, they went for hanging acoustic baffles di-
rectly from the soffits. 

Aesthetic decisions even covered these how-
ever. Acoustic panels were specified in three 
shades of grey to complement the soffits and 
baffles were staggered along ceilings and ran 
to different lengths to create a variegated effect. 

Top Timber slats on walls help mask 
the exhaust louvres for the naturally 
ventilated main library. 

Above The huge concrete roof 
overhang of the student centre 
creates an exterior formal room for 
university functions.

1  Task lighting 'Artemide one 
led' mounted through desk 
frame profile

2  Toughened and laminated 
glass balustrade

3 Oak desk
4 Trench heater
5  Base clamp for glass 

balustrade
6 Steel support angle
7  Heating flow + return 

pipework in rectangular 
duct

8 Steel support post
9  Line of projecting timber 

fins
10 Vertical oak battens
11 Acoustic insulation
12 Metsec support
13  Processed continuous 

lighting with diffuser
14 Oak boards

Library slab upstand detail at atrium

The absorbency is reflected on the floor, where 
raised floor carpet tiles are used throughout. 
Only in the student reception main entrance 
and first-floor corridor, which have a more civ-
ic feel, are these replaced by granite, giving the 
acoustics a more ‘live’ feel. 

Where acoustic requirements were par-
ticularly onerous, such as in multi-media, TV/
podcast recording and campus radio studi-
os, soundproofing was addressed locally with 
thick, high performance dry lined walls. Facing 
west to the landscape, internal secondary  
glazing is even installed at an angle to mitigate 
reflected sound. There was a higher demand 
for acoustically dampened mechanical venti-
lation here too, service runs and kit discreet-
ly masked with a visually permeable oak slat 
ceiling that covered ducts while still allowing 

views through to those concrete soffits.
Flexibility might be built into the student 

centre, but even in the library, despite the em-
phasis on permanence, the possibility that 
things might change was accounted for in the 
design. It’s most evident in the student breakout 
spaces, which are so well isolated with concrete, 
glazing and thick dry-lined walls giving 50dB 
RW sound reduction that they can be used for 
social events, alluding to how the library might 
change as a space in the future. Less obviously, 
there are as yet unused data and IT boxes cast 
into the concrete floors of the library. 

‘This was very much a traditional library 
being built in modern times but we always 
had to consider multi-media flexibility,’ says 
Clarke Hall. ‘As the university evolves it may 
well move from one paradigm to another.' •
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